
A REVIEW OF THE STORY OF THE AFRICAN QUEEN

20, , The African Queen opened at the Capitol Theatre in New York. The Hollywood Reporter's original review is below.
witty, incisive in its characters, warmly human in the unfoldment of its beguiling love story.

Ultimately, Rose is not comfortable "rising above" nature, and indeed grows to love it, as she gives up some of
the strictures of civilization and appreciates the beauty and "stimulation" of the natural world. The plot is a
simple affair. Quick editing has permitted a few reprising shots during the story, but this is minor against the
feeling the film creates. Forester, but the romance was added by screenwriters James Agee and John Huston.
Newman and practically everyone else dragging that boat down the river? It may be back in a few houses next
week. Climax comes when the couple reaches its goal, only to meet failure in original plans when a storm
swamps the doughty Queen as she charges on the gunboat with ingeniously fashioned, home-made torpedoes.
Director John Huston; Producer S. While strictly a novel in the way Huston has used camera, the script he did
with James Agee, and his direction, the story has a documentary feel without any of the detachment usually
noted in that particular technique. Outside of Bogart and Miss Hepburn, cast means little in the States. He does
not often laugh at the things Rosie finds funny. Huston went on location in the Congo to make the movie,
which won Bogie his only Oscar and inspired a spate of parodies remember Sid Caesar , Alfred E. Forster
novel that inspired it. The picture wasn't going well until Huston come up with the inspiration that Rosie, my
role, should be played as Eleanor Roosevelt. Things happen on the screen that makes you happy. Rose and
Charlie are opposites, and yet they are perfectly suited to each other. Just offbeat enough in story, locale and
star teaming of Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn to stimulate the imagination. Do you prefer stories
of first love or is it more compelling with more mature characters? African wild life passes in stately, natural
procession as the little ship threads its way through such hazards as swift rapids, waterfalls, rain, mechanical
difficulties, maddening insect swarms, choking, floating grass islands and attack from a German fortress
passed on the way. Bogart and Miss Hepburn are captured by the Germans, delay a hanging ceremony long
enough to be married, and just as the vows are finished the gunboat runs afoul of the waterlogged, derelict
Queen, the latter thus completing her mission, despite all manner of handicap, and rescuing the romantic,
middle-aged couple. We discovered that its reputation is deserved: It is an almost perfect illustration of how
much a really good movie can please. They took what was probably intended to be a adventure film and
turned it into a comedy and even a statement on human life by bringing their own personalities into play.
Charlie thinks she's crazy and they clash. Performance-wise, Bogart has never been seen to better advantage.
Nor did the script mostly by James Agee , with help from John Collier and Huston have much humor in it.
Pauline Kael reports that Huston gave credit to Bogie and Kate: "They were just naturally funny when they
worked together. Jack Cardiff photographed, with second-unit lensing supplied by Ted Scaife. The response
has been uneven. Who else was so much a lady, so proper yet so warm, so balanced between being perfectly
normal and being perhaps a shade eccentric? At one point Bogart philosophizes. Loading comments Their rare
contact with the outside world is through Charlie Allnut Humphrey Bogart , who delivers their mail on his
steam-powered boat, the African Queen. What's the story? Katharine Hepburn, who was also nominated, said
that her performance was based on director John Huston's suggestion that she play Rose as Eleanor Roosevelt.
He steers into the rapids to show her how dangerous the river is, but she's thrilled by the experience. Critically,
there are a few slight flaws, most noticeable in the beginning, when plot establishment and the incidents it
involves are a bit drawn out. What comes later, though, is engrossing enough to make the whole a worthwhile
piece of screen entertainment that will be thoroughly enjoyed by most any adult. By contrast, "The
Ambushers" and other mass-produced "entertainments" are obviously made by people with little imagination
and no real passion for craftsmanship. It is a picture with an unassuming warmth and naturalness that can have
a bright boxoffice chance through good selling and word-of-mouth.


